Flavor descriptions
Sweet BBQ
Our all time best selling flavor. Blended with award winning BBQ seasonings and sweetened with fresh
milled brown sugar. Smoked and cooked to perfection making it lip smacking good. A sweet, tangy, &
smokey favorite.
Sweet Annie Brown
Another favorite, made with real honey and brown sugar. Savor the flavor with this delectable snack.
Arguably the best snack stick in the world!
Country Delight
Smoked for 18 hours like all our sticks this classic flavor includes real sharp cheddar cheese with a
smoked ham taste that you can never get enough of.
Hot Cajun
To truly be called Cajun you need three different peppers. White, black and red blended and seasoned
to send your taste buds deep into the bayou. A favorite for the connoisseur who enjoys extra spice in
their life.
Hot BBQ
We start with our award winning BBQ stick. Then we kick it up with hot red pepper to make a taste that
starts out sweet and ends with heat!
Bold Teriyaki
This is an orange mandarin teriyaki flavor that will cause our competitors many sleepless nights. A sweet
Asian teriyaki fusion with a hint of smokey citrus. Mouth watering!
Sweet Maple Bacon
With an aroma like maple syrup and bacon. Real bacon and maple is the secret, it takes only one bite to
fall in love.
Old#9
Picture a steak marinated in a sweet bourbon peppercorn sauce. This was our vision for this snack stick
and today it's a reality! After 9 tries at this formula, it seemed only right to name her Old #9.

Robust BBQ
Indicative of a backyard barbeque ! Smooth smoky taste with subtle hints of roasted garlic and peppers.
Definitely a contender for the "Best Flavor"!

Chipotle
Even before the time of the Aztecs, ancient Mexican civilizations prized the chipotle pepper for its dark,
smoky flavor. A rich, thick-bodied flavor ideally balanced in heat and taste. Look closely and you can see
the chunks of smoked Jalapenos! A sweet smokey spice, but not too hot so don't be afraid of this
popular new flavor!
Pepperoni
In the world of Pepperoni you are either good or bad. Be prepared, our's tastes incredible!
Ghost Fire
For years folks would debate whether or not our Volcano flavor is hotter than the Cajun style? Well this
new entry will put an end to the "which is hotter debate" It is by far the hottest snack stick we have ever
crafted ... Brave souls will come out of the woodwork for a challenging snack like Ghost Fire! It has a
habenero based seasoning but we added an extra kick with Bhut Jolokia pepper or better known as the
"Ghost Pepper". This exotic pepper is among the hottest on the planet and is sure to satisfy the toughest
connoisseurs.
Volcano
Rumors about a plant with a seed pod so hot it makes others all pale surfaced and the hunt was on. We
traveled to the Big Island of Hawaii and with the help of a native guide we made our way to the lava
fields closest to the Pacific ocean. The plant we were seeking has leaves like tinfoil and is so rare
because they grow only near active volcano fissures. The search lasted three grueling days but we were
rewarded for our effort when a lone plant was spotted and as luck would have it, it was a pod. We
carefully picked 8 pods, each the size of an acorn and brought them back to the, mainland to our lab.
Our scientists were able to isolate. the heat producing portions of the pod and then recreate, it in
controlled conditions. The heat of this new seasoning is what makes our Volcano Snack Stick live up to
our name. Consider yourself warned.
Smokehouse Grill
A Garlic and onion masterpiece, freshly blended spices that are flavorfully mixed and slow smoked to
perfection, this could be the next great Country Meats flavor! A local favorite due to the delicious aroma
created while cooking.
Bacon Swiss
We mixed Swiss Cheese with smoked bacon to create a sublime pairing of flavors, sure to please any palate. The passion of
generations of Swiss Cheese Makers shines through in every bite. A balanced sweet, salty, and rich cheesy flavor makes for a
smooth enjoyable eating experience.
Original Smoked Hickory
We needed a solid, old school hickory snack stick. I’d like to say we invented this one like, all our other flavors but alas, it was
perfected by a team of seasoning blenders who then proceeded to win awards in taste competitions on the world stage. Enjoy
world class taste in this mild, rich and hickory flavored smoked to perfection snack stick.

